
EXPERIMENT LIAISON CHECK LIST 
Name:  Measurement of Single Target-Spin Asymmetry in Semi-Inclusive 
Charged Pion Electroproduction on a Transversely Polarized 3He Target  
Experiment #:  E06-010 / E07-013 
All questions in the following table require a Yes or No response. If a Yes box is checked, you will 
need to perform a follow up with the experimenter. Insert all pertinent information in the 
Experiment Liaison Binder and also pass it along to the group via email or during the group 
meetings. 

Completed on:  10/21/08 
Yes No Question 
 x Should a tour of the hall be scheduled? 
 x Are there new MPS issues? 
x    -  FSD channels 
 x   -  Raster issues 
x    -  Additional Interlocks         Laser Interlocks near target 
 x   -  BLMs or Ion Chambers 
 x Are there new PSS issues?     Laser RWP when accesses are made 
 x   -  R/S boxes 
 x   -  Sweep procedures 
x    -  Expected access rate per shift   1-2 per shift 
 x Are changes or additions to the Operational Restrictions Power Requirements needed? 
x  Are there additional safety concerns (i.e., physical hall hazards)?  Laser during access 
 x Are there new beam line changes that require new song sheets? 
 x Are there odd energies or currents that require changes to standard operating procedures? 
 x Are routine measurements needed? 
x    -  Polarization    also at the injector 
 x   -  Energy            once at 5-Pass 
 x   -  Current           once:  beam charge calibration 
x  Are there target concerns that differ from standard?  30 sec ramp up after trip on 3He cell 
 x Are there new systems or significant changes to existing systems? 
x    -  Magnets    Big Bite Magnet 
 x   -  Diagnostics 
 x   -  Other 
 x Are there signals that need to be routed to the MCC? 
 x Are new procedures required? 
 x In your opinion is Operator training required? 
 x   -  Hardware 
 x   -  Software 
 x   -  Physics 
 x Is there a minimum or maximum run length? 
 x Does the experimenter have any MCC concerns? 
 x Does this experiment impact operations such that a liaison needs to be assigned? 
x  Is the information on the Physics/MCC Experiment Planner form correct? 
   

 


